Reach your destination silently ...
... with the BMW i3 in the DriveNow fleet.
Uncompromisingly Sustainable.
100% electric. 0% local emissions.
With the BMW i3 at DriveNow your trip causes 0% local CO2 emissions. But
its sustainability does not start on the street: Low-emission production.
Efficient lightweight construction. Environmentally-friendly materials.
Enjoy driving pleasure with DriveNow - inclusive of a better conscience.

Streamlined. Agile. The ideal CityShuttle.
Visionary designed and perfectly suitable for the dynamic
driving needs in the city.
Long wheelbase. Small turning radius. Low centre of gravity.
The BMW i3 defines the fully electric go-kart feeling and offers a generous
sense of space. Agile and compact it is especially useful in city traffic.
Smoothly accelerate and decelerate with the One-Pedal-Feeling.
Get ready for a truly electrifying expericence now!

Dynamic. Silent. Fully featured driving.
Get started and enjoy!
The fully electric BMW i3 with its eDrive technology offers an unsurpassed
dynamic and powerful experience. The models in our DriveNow fleet are
highly equipped: 4-seats, 5-doors, Park Distance Control Plus, Driving
Assistant Plus, Parking Assistant, Rear View Camera, Automatic Climate
Control and many more innovative features are waiting for you.

Charging the BMW i3.
If your car has a range of less than 30 km left, you
can help us by charging it. As a thank you for plugging
the car in at one of our partner’s charging stations we
will reward you with 30 free driving minutes.
Please note: If your BMW i3 has a range of less than
15 km left, you should end your booking by starting the
charging process at a charging station only.
Starting the charging process
Switch off the engine and select ‘park/end
booking and charge’. Use the charging card to
charging card in a wallet in the armrest.

The charging cable...
... is in the boot of the BMW i3. Found it?
Now simply attach one end to the car and
the other to the charging station.

“I am charging“
A pulsating LED light around the charging
socket indicates that the BMW i3 is charging.
Now put the card back, close the car and look
forward to using your free driving minutes!

Plug out and get going!
Unlock the charging station with the charging
card. Remove the plug from the charging
the boot and the card back into the armrest.
Enjoy the fully electric carsharing experience!

